purpose

core values

Female Wave of Change is a global
movement that unites women changing
the world into a better place. We are
women from all walks of life who take
responsibility for our own future, the future
of the next generation and of the world.

EMBRACE DIVERSITY

TOGETHER WE WIN

FWoC celebrates a very diverse
group of women where each and
every woman can be her authentic
self and be treated with respect.
#EmbraceDiversity

FWoC encourages working and
WIN-ning together where women
collaborate to become fulfilled and
successful by enabling others to be
happy and successful.
#TogetherWeWIN

Female Wave of Change offers women a
safe place where they can be their
authentic selves, be economically
empowered and grow into the changemakers who shape the world.
Together they actively create a more
sustainable world based on more human
values, on compassion, on collaboration
and abundance: a world that celebrates
diversity and creates equal opportunities
for everyone.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FWoC offers an equal opportunity to
develop talents as an individual, as
an entrepreneur, as an employee
and as a leader.
#EqualChances #EqualOpportunities

RESPONSIBILITY
FWoC urges women to be proactive, to take responsibility for their
own future and become the change.
#Responsibility

DARE2DREAM
FWoC creates a safe space where
women start dreaming.
#Dare2Dream

CIRCULAR LEARNING
FWoC motivates women to take
action and really effect change.
There is freedom to experiment, to
fail, to reflect and re-create.
#CircularLearning #LearnByDoing
#TrialandError

www.femalewaveofchange.com

PROMOTE COMPASSION
FWoC supports the golden rule
‘what you do not wish for yourself,
do not do to others’ (Confucius).
This should guide every action.
#PromoteCompassion

HEART2HEART
FWoC believes that by connecting
and reaching out authentically ‘heart
to heart’ and by sharing knowledge
and experience, the goal of
changing the world can be reached.
#SocialResponsibility #Heart2Heart

GLOBAL GOALS
Female Wave of Change takes
responsibility for a better future by
embracing the Global Goals for
Sustainable Development as set by
193 world leaders in September
2015. If these goals are completed it
would mean an end to extreme
poverty, inequality and climate
change by 2030.

